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ABSTRACT 

India and Kenya both countries connected by Indian Ocean more than three thousand years 

ago. Beautiful culture and trading relation make it stronger and valuable for both countries. 

From labour to legal journey created a milestone by Indians in Kenya. Through this study 

explored the causes behind the migration of Indians to East Africa and their political 

involvement in liberation struggle to decolonise Kenya. The study I will explain the brief 

historical background of Indo-Kenya connectivity and their Past and present experience of 

Indian Diaspora in Kenyan politics. Indian and Kenya relation traced by the British 

government in colonial period and this relation became more powerful for both countries. 

The two main reasons led the emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded labour and 

other one is the wave of Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who settled in the 

various parts of the world tried to get proper position in host countries. The contributions of 

Indians in Kenya economic and politics were unforgettable. Study also attempt to explore 

post independence situation and positions of Indians and Kenya response to great Indian 

origins. Indian became torch for Kenya’s freedom pathfinder. 

 

Keywords: History, Trade Union Movement, National Movement, Mau Mau Movement, 
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Historical Background 

 India has more than three thousand years of cultural and commercial history with 

Africa. The trading relations between India and Africa have a longer history more than 

cultural. The trading partnership became possible because of Indian Ocean which is 

connected to both countries through the maritime neighbours. The contacts of the Indians 

visible were in Eastern coast and Southern coast of ancient period of Africa. The first settled 

people were migrated various parts of the continent to rich the Kenyan land. Rest of them 

those who are came to this land after indigenous migration they were traders, explores and 

tourists among them Arabia, Portugal, India, Roman Empire and Greece from several of 

parts of world. All the visiting happened in first century AD mainly East African coast. 

While the majority of the visitors went back to their countries some settled and intermarried 
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with the local populations giving rise to a new Swahili culture along the Coast. The most of 

these Indians were traders, artisans or lower professionals, occupying the middle position 

between black and white in the colonial hierarchy. The British presence in Kenya toward the 

end 19th century was marked by the arrival of traders and businessmen from the Indian west 

coast to East coast Africa. most of recruited workers were Punjab among them two most 

influential character Alibhai Jeevanji and Allidina Visram were came to East Africa as 

traders who got the full benefits of British rule. Indians came to Kenya as a indentured 

labour in low pay scale under the British government. 

 

 When Africa scrambled among the colonies the European countries reached a higher 

stage. In 1884 the Berlin Conference was convened to partition of Africa amongst European 

colonial rivals. Among British acquisitions was the land we today call Kenya. A British 

trading company Imperial British East Africa Company was set up and posted to administer 

Kenya under the name British East Africa Protectorate. When it was realized that the 

company could not contain Kenya’s aggressive communities, then British declared the 

country a colony and Protectorate on 1st July 1895. The British posted the first Governor Sir 

Arthur Hardinge to establish a formal British administration. The seventy years of colonial 

rule in Kenya were characterized by punishable economic social and political policies. Most 

outstanding among these policies was racial discrimination. The huge fertile land was 

alienated for white settlement and harsh labour laws were enacted to force the Africans to 

work at low wages on settler farms and public works. It was against this scenario that 

African protest movements began in intense from the early 1920s. For interior trade between 

Mombasa to Kisumu and Uganda in the beginning of 1895 the British colonial power was 

built a railroad for transportation. It was the beginning of the migration of South Asians to 

East Africa. Under the British raj more than 30,000 indentured labours of India recruited for 

Kenya-Uganda railway construction. 

 

 The two main reasons led the emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded 

labour and other one is the wave of Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who 

settled in the various parts of the world tried to get proper position in host countries. The 

contributions of Indians in Kenya economic and politics were unforgettable. Due to 

maritime trade the British supplied large number of labourers to East African coast the 

famous Asian Jeevanji was the contractor of at that time who provided Indian workers to 

service for the British Protectors in 1890.  The Indians were established various sectors in 

Kenya like for administrative sectors the Indian Goans served as a clerk and customer 

officers and they hold the bureaucracy system of the British Company office. India Artisans 
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served on the field of railway and telegram. The skilled Indian workers became amazing in 

their field. The Uganda –Kenya railway track was the main reason Indians settled in Kenya, 

through the railway contract the recruitment was taken place that time for the building of the 

track 32000 Indians came to Kenya in between 1896 to 1901. The two main reasons led the 

emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded labour and other one is the wave of 

Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who settled in the various parts of the world 

tried to get proper position in host countries. The contributions of Indians in Kenya 

economic and politics were unforgettable. Due to maritime trade the British supplied large 

number of labourers to East African coast the famous Asian Jeevanji was the contractor of at 

that time who provided Indian workers to service for the British Protectors in 1890.  The 

Indians were established various sectors in Kenya like for administrative sectors the Indian 

Goans served as a clerk and customer officers and they hold the bureaucracy system of the 

British Company office. India Artisans served on the field of railway and telegram. The 

skilled Indian workers became amazing in their field. The Uganda –Kenya railway track 

was the main reason Indians settled in Kenya, through the railway contract the recruitment 

was taken place that time for the building of the track 32000 Indians came to Kenya in 

between 1896 to 1901. (Odhiambo, 1974) 

 

Political Contribution 

 The Asian community very actively involved in Kenyan development process since 

long. The Indians vigorously participate in two major dimensions one is Political which is 

involved political role of Indians for host country like political participation, contributions 

in nation building process, participation in state building process and political movement for 

social, political and economic rights. Another important factor is economic contribution for 

Kenyan society like trade, printing press some people said Indians economic contribution 

was invaluable or very exploitative but Indian always actively participation in Kenya for 

make it success of state building process. A long history behind it, Indians came to Kenya 

and participated in forever development of Kenya; both countries were connected through 

maritime trade in Indian Ocean. Indian labours came to Kenya very large number for 

railway track construction but after the construction Indians permanently settled in the 

British protector of East African coast which is covers all the regions of modern country like 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. After the World War II settled Asians actively participated 

themselves any kind of occupation like railway artisan, printing press, plantations area, the 

police forces, bureaucracy etc in Nairobi. Their commercial contribution brought a steady 

economic development in Kenya and all over the east Africa coast. The history indicates the 

contribution of Indians during the freedom struggle of Kenyan. Similarly, Indians taken by 
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the British but they were still now continuously involved in development process of Kenya, 

this relationship brought a great change between two countries to strengthen their bilateral 

relation.  (Oonk, 2004) 

 

Role of Indians in Trade Union Movement 

 To improve the interest of the workers and protect the workers’ rights from colonial 

rules, the trade unions were born in Kenya. The Kenya is a large agricultural land in African 

and land was the sources of income at that time.  When lands were alienated by the white 

settlers under leased system then later it was declared African reserves under Crown colony. 

People became landless and lose their means of survival; there were no way to 

accommodated him. Forcefully they became labour in your own land to fulfil their needs. 

Because of minimal wages system that not enough for them to carry out their needs. The 

colonial master only used Africans as a commodity to boost the European economy. By the 

time situation became worst. In 1930 beginning of the colonialism the Asians were the first 

who agitating against colonialism through the unions, Asians were very skilled labour under 

the British government they mostly migrated from South Asians. The trade unions are the 

mediator between workers and government, it was always tried to develop welfare of the 

workers. The situations of the workers were worsening under imperialist ruler, so people 

tried to gathering themselves and formed the unions; it was the organization of workers. The 

association carried all the responsibilities to bring good and fair deals for their members and 

it’s always tried to connect with people’s problem through the unions. (Zeleza, 1993) 

 

 When Kenyan people remember the struggle of Kenyan national movement then they 

must talking about the most nationalist revolution of Mau Mau and Kapenguria detention 

camp of six most prominent activist of the movement like- Achieng’ Oneko, Paul Ngei, 

Fred Kubai, Jomo Kenyata, Bildad Kaggia and Kungu Karumba and along with most 

important trade unionist Makhan Singh, Tom Mboya, Oginga Odinga and even Daniel Arap 

Moi was the famous activist who fought against colonial power as a trade unionist. The 

Makhan Singh was main iconic leader of entire Trade union movement as an Indian Origin 

he was the first leader who made it success until the achieve of movement goal. The first 

longest and durable trade union organization was Labour Trade Union of Kenya (LTUK) 

which was established in 1934 by the Indian and African joint cooperation in East Africa 

and later it was renamed its name to Labour Trade Union of East Africa. This LTUEA took 

part in Mombasa General Strike in 1939. In this strike the LTUEA organizing workers for 

sympathy rallies who took parts in general strike in Nairobi city. Indeed, the blueprint of 

most of strikes gradually became more experienced by the time of mid 1950 in Kenya. At 
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that time strikes assemble like impetus during the war. The result of war was extension of 

working class in the various sectors like agriculture, industry and armed force. This 

expansion reached and seen various different from period 1938 to 1945 and other 98000 

people who served in military force. In total the increasing of African employees in various 

sectors from 1936 to 1945 were shocking expansion including women, children and men. 

This trend of increasing not only based on numerical basic, it was also developed the 

stability of the work. (Gregory, 1993: 52-55) 

 

 Due to wave of Second World War in 1942 brought the economic crisis in entire war. 

The continuous growth of the working class and increasing interest toward industries 

basically urban places and united during the wartime and gave explosive wave of strikes. 

The wartime period was became worst for working class people, they could not afforded 

their basics needs like standard of living and housing ration problem worsened. Country 

faced severe food shortages and lack of goods availability seen during the wartime. 

According to East African Production and Supply council gave their statement over the 

period that 1942-1943 greatest food crisis of the war. In 1941 and 1942 many strikes taken 

place in various part of Kenya like Mombasa, Nairobi etc to increases of wages due to faced 

the highest cost of living. To control ongoing situation the government and other head of 

department were forced to grant increases of wages. Another result of the strikes was that 

the government became obliged to replace the Trade Union Ordinance of 1937 by a slightly 

improved the trade union law which was known as Trade Unions and Trade Disputes 

Ordinance, 1943. During the 1943 more strikes were taken place by the African workers and 

all these strikes continued by the only workers of entire African no one tribes involved in it. 

All the leaders of these strikes were led the protest without any tribal mindset and these 

strikes were a great national upsurge, which was the government never ignored it. 

Moreover, by the second half of the 1944 all the nationalist leaders who had been in 

detention under the Defence regulations they had been released and again they were active 

in this struggle. A new situation was arisen in the country. (Singh, 1969) 

 

Indians in Nationalist Movement 

 The first general strike taken place in Nairobi in 1922 against colonial capitalist and 

depression of workers. The imperialist government decided to impose taxes over them. This 

strike led by the east African Association under the leadership of Harry Thuku, it was a 

nationalist organization. The EAA activist spread everywhere of Kenya and such kind of 

situation made so much frightened to colonial government. In this strike the Kovirondo 

association would join hand with EAA and made the strike along with organization stronger.  
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In 1922 the government arrested to leader Harry Thuku to deport and restricted him at a 

remote area of Kenya. Arrest of leader could not bearable for African workers they sudden 

started demonstrated against Harry’s detain at Nairobi and many others part of Kenya’s 

territory. This demonstration soon emerged in general strike and workers demanded released 

of Harry, and ultimately this strike was basically labour oriented like they demonstrated 

against colonialism. Through this strikes they demand eradication of Kipande, and forced 

labour and increases of wages, developed the working condition, decreased the taxes over 

them, return to alienated land from owners, reduced medical bills, provisions for higher and 

secondary education and provide good social amenities for working class people   and in 

political rights they demanded seats in Legislative council for African and removed crown 

colony tag over Kenya. (Gregory, 1993: 39-40) 

 

 The result of this strike was massacre of about 150 people who lost their life in this 

demonstration. Thus on that historic day the tree of Uhuru was watered with blood of 

martyrs and became sources of inspiration in this path. The resentment among people havoc 

people lives and seen in reduced of the wages. In 1925 the EAA changed its name to Kikuyu 

Central Association but goal and aim was same. In 1928 this organization led under the 

leadership of Mzee Jomo Kenyatta as a General Secretary. Early 1930 were marked as a 

suffering period to give potential to spring national upsurge amongst Africans in all parts of 

Kenya, which revolved on land. The Africans and other organizations were submitting 

memorandum and evidence to the Kenya Land Commission. This commission was 

appointed in April 1932, through the efforts of African people, organizations and African 

leaders including Jomo Kenyatta, Harry Thuku, Kangethe, Kariuki etc. The forced labour by 

the settlers gave the strong preference towards build the trade unionism who suffered most 

under the colonial capitalist. Mombasa became the centre of all strike because it was city at 

that time ad created feared for government and they detested every single efforts of the 

Capitalist government through this strike. 

 

 Due to cut of wages by the Stevedoring companies the Dockworkers went on strike in 

1934, July and this was introduced the upcoming Mombasa General Strike which was came 

in to force in 1939. In this strikes over 6000 workers involved and flee from various parts of 

the African and they were employed of PWD, railway, Oil Company, Printing press, 

electrician, municipality workers etc. The strike based on same demands higher wages, 

develop the working conditions, reduce working period from 9 to 8, provide a good life for 

working class housing, education, medical and recognised the trade unions, pension 

schemes and workmen’s compensation. The government appointed an Inquiry Commission 
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to go into the demands of the Mombasa Strikes.  The Labour Trade Union of East Africa 

which was led by the Indian leader Makhan Singh and established by him submitted a 

compressive memorandum gave oral evidence to the Mombasa Labour Inquiry 

Commission. (Zeleza, 1993) 

 

Indians in Mau Mau Revolution 

 The land freedom was the main reason to resist from colonial power. The colonial 

power established to control labour resource through administrative system. During the pre 

colonial era, both migrant labour and an African working class people maintain deep ties 

between them because of disposed of land. Both two groups gather like militant posture to 

fight against it. Exploitative behaviour by European settles also shocked to Militancy and 

they strongly opposed to formation of trade union. An outbreak of Mau Mau rebellion in 

1952 was the first nationalist movement against colonial power and member of this revolt 

the largest tribe Kikuyu then Embu, Meru and Kamba took an oath and unite against 

colonial power and fight for freedom struggle. The revolution began with that oath and 

people of Kenya embarked to achieve independence on its hard long road of struggle. In 

1953 the revolution led by Jomo Kenyatta and imprisonment for 7years and similarly 

another most important fighter was Dedan Kimathi resistance of colonialism he also arrested 

by 1956 and hanged by the colonialist government. Another contribution of trade unions 

was also played a major role to protect from colonial power to Kenya. Initially, formal 

unions were organised themselves under the leadership of Makhan Singh and other African 

trade unionists. Both those leaders the Labour Trade Union of East Africa and the East 

African Trade Union Congress was established and led by them also participated in freedom 

struggle. But due to racial segregation it was so difficult to organized people that‘s why 

colonial government tried to sought to divide unions among racial division because of 

multiracial was prohibited. In 1922 Sudh Singh formed the Railway Artisan Union for 

organised Asian and African workers. (Durani, 2009) 

 

 All this political turmoil Kenya was put under the state emergency from 1952 to 1959. 

Due to outbreak of Mau Mau rebellion thousand of Kenyan was imprisoned by British 

colonial power in detention camp. In 1954 all the races of African admitted into the Kenya 

Legislative Council on a representative basis. This policy attempt to separate the movement 

and those who wanted to support the government they involved it and those who not 

interested then they agitated with government. The establishment of central federation of 

trade union instead of EATUC decision taken by the Labour department and allowed to 

formed the new union which were opposed by them in earlier. As the order and policy of 
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government two unions legally registered and emerged with the members of LTUEA that 

unions were Nightwatchmen, Clerk’s and Shopmakers Union and East African Federation 

of Building and Construction Workers these unions organized by the LTUEA leaders. 

Another substitute came to floor that was Kenya Federation of Registered Trade Union who 

observed everything during the movement. The African leaders became directionless and 

moving different direction that time the most radical Mau Mau leader Aggrey Minya and his 

group discussed about to established a new registered union federation. After that Minya 

and his associates came to accord with Labour Department to draw a constitution for 

KFRTU. The entire struggle the trade unions were suffered most like it’s loosed their 

political rights and restricted them its political participation and later the Mau Mau revolt 

was declared as a nationalist movement. The end of result the Kikuyu leader of Mau Mau 

groups people hold the government and ruled the country and trade unions were sided from 

democracy with interference of the government. Later due to ideological disputes it was 

separated the organization and formed the registered union that was COTU with main 

registered unions. (Zeleza, 1979) 

 

Indians in Press / Media 

 Media is always played a key factor to mobilized people in every sphere. Through the 

media people can aware about the situation where they reside, their rights and struggle. That 

is why media is a fourth pillar in democracy. Not only today when our civilization was 

started people shared their ideas to another using various non technical methods but 

gradually development of the technology, media became easier to communicate with each 

other and shared your ideas through this process. Similarly, in East Africa Indian 

community played very instrumental role to develop the press in Kenya. In early 20th 

century Mr. A.M. Jeevanjee was started first national news papers in entire East Africa that 

were The African Standard, Mombasa Times and Uganda Argues. Then gradually several 

newspapers and weekly journals were came to mobilized the people and participated in 

nation building process of East Africa. Basically Asian communities was main stream in 

journalism they tied with the political issues related and affected various racial communities 

very easily. The Asian community was concerned to published radical thoughts and all the 

publication related to reform of colonial power on behalf of the oppressed people. (Durani, 

2006) 

  

 There were several reasons to established Asian press in East Africa by Asian 

community. All the press was European based newspapers and magazines occupied by 

colonial government then Asian felt that they need a community based press which was 
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helped to this struggle. The most of publication served them in Gujarati language but Asian 

also want to expose their grievances and goal a particular platform so they began to 

published in English language as well as Gujarati and intentionally they wanted to obtain the 

attention of British government. Then Asian communities tried to added Africans grievances 

and information in their own publication openly through the African authors. Then they 

slowly added local language Kiswahili and published this language because it was simple 

understanding for the local people. The Asian owned newspapers of this period took a 

firmly anti-imperialist line. The main ones were the Kenyan Daily Mail, the Colonia Times 

and the Daily Chronicle. The Pandya family in Mombasa published the Kenya Daily Mail in 

1927-1964; G L Vidyarthi of Nairobi started the Colonial Times in 1933. In 1943 Vidyathi 

recruited a team of gifted young journalists and upgraded it, with D K Sharda responsible 

for the English section, Haroon Ahmed for the Gujarati and Pranlal Sheth one of its 

outstanding journalists and main reporter. The paper became a great success due to the 

lively style of writing and keen reporting and it was covering the entire Asian struggles of 

Asians and Africans for equal rights, but more especially because of its coverage of the 

independent movement in India. (Patel,2006) 

 

 In this group Pio Gama Pinto also involved and writing for Colonial Times early 

period. He was from Goan community and man of many interest and talented.  He was an 

Indo-Kenyan origin who involved Kenyan struggle until mainstream politics. He used the 

journalism as a weapon to mobilize the people and his Colonial Times ran till 1962. The Pio 

Gama Pinto’s earliest foray into journalism in Kenya had been in 1950 when he was still 

working as a civil servant and wrote reports on hockey matches for the Daily Chronicle. 

When it was sold the following year he briefly became its editors. He also had grand plans 

to published papers in different dialects. Through this journalism he aware the people and 

uniting the Kenyan people without any racial motivation and campaign against British 

settlers. (Patel, 2006; 451) 

 

Political Upsurge and Indians Role 

 Basically there was three main groups who involved entire freedom struggle both 

labour movement and Mau Mau revolution and sometimes they go beyond.(1) The Mau 

Mau group which were get support from Kikuyu groups  and used the unions to help the 

nationalist revolt; (2) Minya group who not involved in Mau Mau revolution but some of 

them kept a good relationship with Mau Mau and when emergency declared to continue the 

movement it helped; and (3) last is Tom Mboy who never associated with this Mau Mau 

revolution. In this overall movement and emergency the Minya was the controversial and 
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essential figure who support the dissociated to Mau Mau movement. Of these three groups 

were successfully and primarily hold the labour movement in the early fifties and 

government tried to become it more crucial and effective. But after the emergency the 

ideological differenced taken place on the basic of supporting to Mau Mau revolt. Then two 

groups seen one is Occupational and another is tribal part. In the senses of that those groups 

support to Kenyan freedom struggle under the African rule but the non-Kikuyu and lower 

middle class leaders supported to violence method neither important nor acceptable. This 

nationalist struggle was benefited for nationalist bourgeois leaders for long term from this 

revolt. (Stichter, 1975) 

 

 In 1951 to 1952 between periods was most important because both movement were on 

highest point in Kenya. Due to increases of union movement there was a major change taken 

place in mid 1952 by the Labour Department brought repressive policies to control trade 

unions. To control growth of labour union the government tried to set up a pro-government 

branch of the union to counter the Mau Mau nationalist union. This policy attempt to 

separate the movement and those who wanted to support the government they involved it 

and those who not interested then they agitated with government. The establishment of 

central federation of trade union instead of EATUC decision taken by the Labour 

department and allowed to formed the new union which were opposed by them in earlier. As 

the order and policy of government two unions legally registered and emerged with the 

members of LTUEA that unions were Nightwatchmen, Clerk’s and Shopmakers Union and 

East African Federation of Building and Construction Workers these unions organized by 

the LTUEA leaders. Another substitute came to floor that was Kenya Federation of 

Registered Trade Union who observed everything during the movement. The African 

leaders became directionless and moving different direction that time the most radical Mau 

Mau leader Aggrey Minya and his group discussed about to established a new registered 

union federation. After that Minya and his associates came to accord with Labour 

Department to draw a constitution for KFRTU. According to treaty Minya must followed 

the rules of the Labour Board work with properly and Non-politically, then it must took a 

place in Labour Advisory Board. (Zeleze, 1993) 

 

 Finally, the KFRTU was officially inaugurated in 1952 and it’s led with five affiliated 

unions the Domestic and Hotel Workers Union and others. The Muchegi Karanja became 

President of the KFRTU and Minya became its general secretary. After four month the main 

Mau Mau and trade union activist Kubai, Kaggia and George were arrested during the state 

emergency period in November 1952. During this emergency one type police sweep period 
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because almost 183 unions and leaders were detained and the KCA activist and LTUEA 

leader Jesse Kariuki was arrested. After the end of emergency, the some changes taken place 

like those union’s branches were inactive which was banned during emergency and Eldoret 

and Nakuru braches totally stopped under the Kikuyu areas. When KFRTU was formed then 

five unions merged with it but after emergency the EAFBCWC, NCSU, DHWU and other 

unions finally separated them. According to government perspective the role of KFRTU 

wings was to control unions and to provide an alternative choice to legitimate path of grip to 

expression in workforce. That’s why the Labour Department banned these unions during the 

emergency even with non- European also did not support it. In 1953 the Central federation 

of trade union, the KFRTU was played most important role that was under the pressure of 

government the KFRTU union approved a declaration to denounce the Mau Mau revolution 

and refused to support any strikes which could be led by the leaders not in labour union 

movement. When Tom Mboy became head of the KFRTU in 1953 then he started openly 

criticized the situations and revolt during the emergency period. He spoke openly about 

injustice and suffering period which was result of government conducting the state 

emergency, such as situation of detention camp, detention without any trial, mismanagement 

of the forces and Kikuyu situations and injustice really intolerable. Tom Mboy also pointed 

out that the KFRTU was a instrument of Government hand and government used to KFRTU 

to prevent the Mau Mau revolution in Nairobi otherwise it was same when Minya taken in 

1953. (Stichter, 1975) 

 

Post Independence Positions of Indians in Kenya 

 After independence Kenya government side Indo Kenyan leaders from Kenyan 

politics, all the dedications of Indians, love for host land, sacrifices became only history for 

Kenya. From mainstream politics Jomo Kenyatta forgot pay attention to the leaders those 

who sacrifices their life to free Kenya. Among them Trade Union leader Makhan Singh was 

main who led the trade union movement and detained for 11 years. Post independence of 

East African countries ‘politics sharply seen the racial hatred. Similarly, the process of 

Africanisation became another chance for the participation of Indian communities in 

Kenyan politics. Africa for Africa hatred slogan made a way for remove the non Africans 

from African society. Less than 1% of the total population of Indians constituted and they 

have been always been suffers for racial detestation. Indigenous leaders of East Africa 

claimed that Indians brought by the colonial powers after the attainment of freedom. But its 

true fruit of independence became possible because keeping Asians in Kenya. They were 

first who aware the people and their rights and led the political movement. Without any 

political power and governmental institutions Indians ready to fight where there is no 
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possibilities participated in Kenyan politics because until 1944 colonial government curtail 

all the rights of the people. But despite the entire situation Indians achieved some political 

power and successfully untied people to make it success. During the period of liberations 

Indians gave their support to Kenyan leaders to achieve this independence, they helped 

Jomo Kenyatta to free from detention trial by Indian descent Mr. De Souza and A R Kapila 

and corporate to him attainment of independent. Through the Indian associations they got 

enough support and established good Afro-Asian communities in overseas relation.  

Because of active engagement of the Mr. De Souza in Kenya politics he became the first 

Deputy speaker and occupied a seat in independent Kenya. Post independence few Indians 

took special positions in Kenyan mainstream politics and occupied positions under Kenyatta 

government. Among them Pio Gama Pinto served in Kenyan parliament in 1964, Mr. De 

Souza occupied a seat from Parkland constituency, Nairobi, Mr. Murumbi he was half 

Indian he also served for Westland constituency. But it was harsh truth that under the 

Kenyatta government Jomo Kenyatta discouraged Asians contributions in Kenyan politics 

because Africa for African and only Africans were allowed to rule the country. Afterwards 

only two Indians from Indian community occupied two seats Parkland constituency in 1979 

by Mr. Krishna Gautama   and Westland constituency in 1980 by Mr. Amir Walji. (Nanjira, 

1976, 110-12) 

 

 By the time Indians community lost their interest from Kenyan politics because of 

marginalised political sphere last four decades. Political instability and process of election 

ruined the interest of the Indians from mainstream politics. 

 

Result and Outcome 

 The wave of freedom peak the point in 20th century the call for self rule grew in East 

Africa. India gain independence from Britain in 1947; its left a great impact on East African 

countries and India became star hero Africa. This wave created great example and became 

inspiration for all the British colonised countries. Indian community already grow their 

emotions for East Africa and they started repositions to shape the Kenyan politics. The 

Indians are very active group in East Africa they ultimately obeying East Africa is home for 

them, so they stick their commitment to build new Africa through the local citizenship and 

their contribution build the strong Afro-Asians relation. But process of Africanisation 

always creates distrust about their protections of life and property rights could hold the local 

citizenship or not. So, acceptance of the local citizen rights implies the Indians were from 

now no subjects of under British colonies. After India gain Independence Prime Minister 

late Mr. Nehru also encouraged Indians to settled there and align with Africans and support 
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to African independence struggle. In added he also said that those who residing in East 

Africa could not supposed to expect any kind of protection from the Government of India. 

Align with African was the way for Indians Diaspora to permanently settled in Africa. But 

in current scenario the Indian Government actively connected with Indian Diaspora in every 

parts of the world. Now political situation and circumstances has been change people 

actively want to connect with home land and host land. 

 

Conclusion  

 After analysis overall article it’s clear that the presence of the Indians in Kenya 

created a remarkable history. They were played key role in Kenyan political journey from 

labour to legal. They are prime objects in political journey of Kenya and became path finder 

of Kenyan freedom struggle. They were those people who awaken the people of Kenya and 

became safeguard for them. To fight against colonialism unite the people and awake their 

political rights and duties for their country. (Uhuru Sansa) Kenya Freedom Makhan Singh 

was the first Indian who raised his voice against colonialism and led the foundation of trade 

union movement but after attainment of the independence forgot Sikh hero Singh and sided 

rest Indians from Kenyan history. Today they are invisible in Kenyan mainstream politics 

and rarely hold political offices or somehow they are totally absent in government positions. 

They are major characters who helped the country in nation building process. Political 

marginalization lost their interest in mainstream politics. 
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